Context-Aware Correlation Filter Learning Toward Peak Strength for Visual Tracking.
Recently, the correlation filter (CF) has been catching significant attention in visual tracking for its high efficiency in most state-of-the-art algorithms. However, the tracker easily fails when facing the distractions caused by background clutter, occlusion, and other challenging situations. These distractions commonly exist in the visual object tracking of real applications. Keep tracking under these circumstances is the bottleneck in the field. To improve tracking performance under complex interference, a combination of least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression and contextual information is introduced to the CF framework through the learning stage in this article to ignore these distractions. Moreover, an elastic net regression is proposed to regroup the features, and an adaptive scale method is implemented to deal with the scale changes during tracking. Theoretical analysis and exhaustive experimental analysis show that the proposed peak strength context-aware (PSCA) CF significantly improves the kernelized CF (KCF) and achieves better performance than other state-of-the-art trackers.